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1. Overview of Characteristic Viewer
Characteristic Viewer is the tool which represent various characteristics of a selected part by means
of a graph of the frequency axis and temperature axis, etc.
This tool provides you with a simple procedure for checking characteristics of Panasonic’s electronic
parts such as characteristic value changes within the operational frequency range, etc. You can use
it as a tool for selecting a Panasonic’s electronic parts.
<Target product>
1) Conductive Polymer Capacitors (SP-Cap, POSCAP)
2) Conductive Polymer Capacitors/Aluminum Electrolytic Capacitors
(OS-CON ,Hybrid, Aluminum)
3) Power Inductors for Automotive application
4) Common Mode Noise Filters
5) Chip Varistor
6) ESD Suppressor
2. Features
・Able to narrow the search of parts with the basic characteristic value.
(characteristic value search function)
・Able to display a maximum of five different parts on one graph for each product to compare.
・Able to set any display range of Y/X axis of the graph.
・Able to export the characteristic value (numeric data ) to Excel.
3. Displayed Characteristic Items
・Able to display the following characteristic values for each product.
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4. Website Overall Structure
1) Menu screen

Select the product you want to see,
from six kinds of products displayed
on the screen.
Click product, to go to the main
screen of the product.

2) Main screen (e.g.)

jumping within the site

(Characteristic value search)

Characteristic Viewer consists of
“Selecting parts number”, “Display
part data graph” and “Characteristic
graph”, in vertically long screen. Click
the internal links to each content,
displayed on the upper right of the
screen to jump across between three
contents.
In the main screen, first, narrow down
Component the parts you want to see, by
selection searching the characteristic value of
the basic characteristic of the part.

The list of selected parts will be
displayed.
Able to select a maximum of five part
Graph
numbers.
display
In this section, the detailed
component information of selected parts can be
checked and a simulation model can
be downloaded.
(Select display item)
(Data download)

Characteristic graph of selected parts
will be displayed.
Select the items to display only the
graph you want to see.
Characteristic
Click “Download data” button to
graph
export numeric data of the selected
parts to Excel file.
The detailed usage method will be
described in the next page onward.

5. How To Use
1) Component selection
Refine the parts by searching the characteristic value, and select the parts within the search result to
display graph.
The following four refine search methods are available to find a part.
(1) Select the product series to refine the search.
(2) Enter the part number directly (part number partial match search is available).
(3) Change maximum and minimum values on the slider bar of each characteristic value to refine the search.

(4) Enter maximum and minimum value of each characteristic value in entry fields to refine the search.
(If it is a fixed value, enter the same value for maximum and minimum values.)
Number of search result parts

<Before selecting a part.>

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

<After selecting a part> --- When narrowing the search for 25V - 35V, 100μF.

From the search result parts list, click “Selection button” to select the parts you want to see.
Able to select a maximum of five different parts to compare characteristics on one graph.

2) Graph display component (to check information of a selected part).
Under “Graph display component”, following functions are available.
(1) Click the part number to open the part catalog web page to check the detailed information on the part.
(2) Compare the difference of the basic characteristics of selected parts in numerical value.
(3) Download a simulation model (S parameter, SPICE model).
(4) Able to hide the graph of selected parts (normally, parts are displayed).

(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)
(1) Display detailed information on the part.

Click the part number to open the
part catalog web page to display
more detailed data of the part on
another screen.

(3) Download a simulation model.
Click “Download” to download a simulation model folder.

3) Characteristic graph
Various characteristic graphs of a selected product will be displayed (For displayed item, see the paragraph 3).

(1) Tick the displayed item box to select display / hide various characteristic graphs
(they are normally displayed).
(2) Click “Data download (xlsx)” button to export numeric data of the characteristic to Excel.
(3) Click “Zoom” button to enlarge the graph display.
(4) Click “Setting” button to change the scale of X / Y axis.
(5) Place the cursor on the graph to display Y-axis value in numerical value which corresponds to
the X-axis value.
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(2)

(4) (3)
(5)

Cursor position

(2) Data download
Click “Data download (xlsx)” button to export parts information and various characteristic values to Excel.

(Temperature characteristics sheet)

(Frequency characteristics sheet)

(Parts information shee)

Downloaded data will be exported to separate sheets in Excel file, by items such as part information,
frequency characteristic data and temperature characteristic data, etc.

(3) “Zoom” button.
Click “Zoom” button to display the target graph in full screen.

(4) “Setting” button.
Click “Setting” button to change the scale setting of X / Y axis.

Linear or logarithm can be selected.

Untick the Auto Range box to enter
minimum and maximum values
directly.

